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We open the newsletter with a poem gifted by Andrea
Sullivan-Clarke. It was part of an art collection compiled
by the Ontario Native Women’s Association and submitted
to the Canadian government. This collection highlights
the ongoing crisis of Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls (MMIWG) characterized by case neglect,
underreporting, and other failures of justice in Canada
and the United States. “Walk On, Dear Sister, Walk On”
mourns the loss of the key roles women play in Indigenous
communities and calls for collective activism to demand
accountability. Indigenous groups, like the Native Student
Alliance at the University of Windsor, place red ribbons
in public spaces with the hope of calling attention to a
dire problem in Indian Country, which has received little
governmental uptake due to the marginalization of these
communities as a result of colonialism.
The two articles in this edition are contributions to
Indigenous philosophical methodology and to Indigenous
ethics.
The first article, by Brian Yazzie Burkhart, addresses the
situational hazard facing Indigenous philosophy from
its inception. This hazard is inherent in Indigenous
philosophy’s relationship to the whole philosophical
project but is especially pernicious when philosophical
inquiry becomes enmeshed with what Burkhart terms
settler-colonialist epistemic guardianship. The framework
of epistemic guardianship is not only delusional from the
outset, its delusions are specifically structured so as to
render Indigenous philosophy impossible from the start.
Thus any attempts to be conversational, although deeply
rooted in the broader philosophical ethos, can never
surmount the barriers of epistemic guardianship in the
colonial context. And so, according to Burkhart’s “trickster
methodology,” Indigenous philosophy must proceed from
a stance of epistemic resistance and sovereignty that
rejects any ethnographic containment of Indigenous ideas.
Burkhart grounds this stance of epistemic resistance and
sovereignty in a concept of Indigenous relatedness to land.
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The second article, by James Maffie, explains in careful
detail a key feature of Mexica ethics that distinguishes it
from Western perspectives, namely, its differing framework
for evaluating the pain and hardship that life inevitably
brings. In contrast to Western ethics that generally see
pain and hardship as something to diminish or circumvent,
Mexica ethics sees pain and hardship as ontologically
necessary accompaniments of our existing in a framework
of dynamic, ongoing relations of reciprocity. Essentially,
maintaining these reciprocal relations demand work and
the expenditure of vital energy. The resulting enervation
must be relieved by others in ongoing exchange. Thus
we are always mutually interdependent, at every level
of being—human and divine. At the level of the human,
“humanity” is not a given but is instead predicated upon
taking up these relations and reciprocating; thus becoming
human is a moral task and one that always entails hardship.
As Maffie characterizes, “living a genuinely human life
has to hurt,” and the moral value of particular pains and
hardships must be judged contextually.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES AND
INFORMATION
We invite you to submit your work for consideration for
publication in the Newsletter on Native American and
Indigenous Philosophy. We welcome comments and
responses to work published in this or past issues. We also
welcome work that speaks to philosophical, professional
and community concerns regarding Native American and
indigenous philosophies and philosophers of all global
indigenous nations. Editors do not limit the format of what
can be submitted; we accept a range of submission formats
including and not limited to papers, opinion editorials,
transcribed dialogue interviews, book reviews, poetry,
links to oral and video resources, cartoons, artwork, satire,
parody, and other diverse formats.
In all cases, however, references should follow the Chicago
Manual of Style and include endnotes rather than in-text
citations. For further information, please see the Guidelines
for Authors available on the APA website. Please submit
material electronically to Agnes Curry by June 15, 2019.
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POEM
Walk On, Dear Sister, Walk On
Andrea Sullivan-Clarke
UNIVERSIT Y OF WINDSOR

Baby cryin’ ‘cause their momma’s gone,
Can’t ya hear my warrior? Can’t ya hear, can’t ya hear?
Hold those sweeties, hold them near.
Walk on, dear sister, walk on.
They take you, they beat you, leave you to die.
Don’t you care, police? Don’t you care, don’t you care?
Postings and stories make folks aware.
Still they close their eyes, yes they close their eyes.
Momma, sister, auntie gone.
Who’ll teach the children? Who’ll keep the lore?
The numbers increase, but who’s keeping score?
Walk on, dear sister, walk on.
Brutal, vicious, crisis—just words, they say.
They erase you, they erase us—will we disappear?
They darken our doorstep, they shroud us in fear.
They chip at our numbers, they wish us away.
Stand up, my sisters, be strong, be strong.
Become warriors and fear not, fear not.
Link arm in arm, defend our lot,
and walk on, dear sister, walk on.

ARTICLES
Countering Epistemic Guardianship with
Epistemic Sovereignty through the Land
Brian Yazzie Burkhart
UNIVERSIT Y OF OKL AHOM A

In my forthcoming work, Indigenizing Philosophy through
the Land: A Trickster Methodology for Decolonizing
Environmental Ethics and Indigenous Futures, I try to clarify
some of the ways that Indigenous people conceive of
philosophical concepts like knowing, being, and valuing as
embedded in land, where land is a living, breathing relative
and the continual creative source of life, thinking, knowing,
feeling, and being. Speaking of a human intertwining with
land, where land is a being and a relative, triggers the
operations of epistemic guardianship within the settler
colonial epistemologies of ignorance. The racial contract,
according to Charles Mills, or the settler contract, according
to Pateman and Roberts, shapes “an inverted epistemology,
an epistemology of ignorance” as “a particular pattern of
localized and global cognitive dysfunctions. . . producing
the ironic outcome that whites will in general be unable
to understand the world they themselves have made.”1
Under the racial and settler contract, whites and settlers
“live in an invented delusional world,” “a fantasyland,” “a
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consensual hallucination.”2 Where “misunderstanding,
misrepresentation, evasion, and self-deceptions” are
not “accidental” but rather “prescribed by the terms”
of these contracts.3 The racial and settler contracts and
corresponding epistemologies of ignorance hold up and
justify the false worlds of white supremacy and Eurosupremacy. In the context of settler colonialism, these
epistemologies of ignorance not only serve to create the
false world of settler colonialism but also to maintain the
delusional epistemic world that is necessary for its ongoing
survival. This delusional epistemic world serves settler
colonial power because it presents the imaginary world of
Euro-supremacy as the entire world. Settler colonialism,
then, is not any particular historical event or set of historical
events but rather a structure, as articulated in Patrick Wolfe’s
work—a structure of power that produces subjugating
effects in a myriad of ways, including the subjugation of
the production and recognition of Indigenous knowledge.4
Settler colonialism as a structure of power targets the land,
the being of the land, and the intertwining of Indigenous
being with Indigenous land within the broader framework
of coloniality that, according to Anabel Quijano, arises
and is sustained through the creations of the dual arms of
colonial power: the concept of race and racial hierarchy;
and the commodification of labor.5 It is my contention that
settler colonialism is a form of power that is conceptualized
around the obscuring of the being of land and of the
intertwining of human being with the being of land. From
this, it is not a stretch to imagine that land and conceptions
of land are at the root of the concept of race and racial
hierarchies as well, and it is the intertwining of the concepts
of race and land that forms the foundational conceptual
nexus of coloniality itself as the framework of “the modern
world-system,” as Wallerstein puts it.6
In this essay, I want to clarify one of the ways—through
epistemic guardianship—that settler colonial power
operates to erase or obscure Indigenous knowledge as a
part of the attempt to maintain the invented and delusional
epistemic world of Euro-supremacy. In contrasting
epistemic guardianship, I want to position epistemic
sovereignty as a form of epistemic resistance that arises
out of and in relationship to the land. Here I want to speak
to a way in which sovereignty itself can be understood
as fundamentally emanating from the land. The primary
seat of sovereignty as an Indigenous concept resides in
the land, and the human conception of sovereignty and
the human capacity for sovereignty—both in relation to
land and in relation to ourselves and others—comes out
of the land as an originary and continual manifestation of
the being of the land and the always already in motion
kinship relationship between humans and land. Epistemic
sovereignty is deeper than a political framework for
Indigenous sovereignty. Epistemic sovereignty is part of
the framework of Indigenous epistemologies of locality, or
knowledge as an originary and continual manifestation of
the being of the land, and of the always already being in
motion kinship relationship of humans with land.

EPISTEMIC GUARDIANSHIP

When Indigenous peoples speak of sovereignty from the
land, identity from the land, knowing as an intimate kinship
relationship to and from the land, and Indigenous ethics
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as grounded in the land as a relative and a teacher, this
often triggers epistemic guardianship within the dominant
discourse of the settler state and settler-state frameworks of
knowledge. Epistemic guardianship functions to assimilate
or eradicate forms of knowledge that exist outside or
are seen to exist outside of the limits of knowledge set
by the dominant discourse of the settler state, and these
limits serve to maintain the delusional world of Eurosupremacy; that is, epistemic guardianship functions to
maintain settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance.
Epistemic guardianship often excludes Indigenous ways of
knowing in the process of attempting to be inclusive of and
respectful of Indigenous ways of knowing. Under epistemic
guardianship, Indigenous ways of knowing are always under
radical suspicion that requires their facing the justificatory
tribunal of settler frameworks of knowledge. This tribunal
determines whether Indigenous claims to knowledge are
justified insofar as they either meet standards appropriate
for settler frameworks of knowledge or are assimilable
to these frameworks of knowledge and meaning. Some
candidates are rejected outright while others are judged as
requiring assimilation to settler frameworks of knowledge
or meaning. This tribunal also deals with the special
requirements for the production of Indigenous knowledge
through proper ethnographic form and expression.
For example, Indigenous knowledge as expressed by
Indigenous people must be produced through their bodies
or their lives as containers of the truth of Indigenous
knowledge as a form of ethnographic containment. For
example, Maria Josefina Saldaña-Portillo examines this
containment in the context of the questions surrounding
the truth of Rigoberta Menchú’s autobiography.7 SaldañaPortillo critiques the way in which Menchú is conceived
as a mere container of possible Indigenous knowledge,
where the validity of Menchú’s knowledge is determined
by the Western subject and only in relation to its existence
as an Indigenous cultural artifact. The tribunal of epistemic
guardianship then also judges Indigenous knowledge in
terms of the proper form of Indigenous knowledge as set
by the settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance, which
includes judging the validity of Indigenous knowledge in
relation to its necessary existence as a particular Indigenous
cultural artifact.
Epistemic guardianship functions in a similar way in
relation to Indigenous ways of knowing within settler state
frameworks of knowledge and their institutions of academic
philosophy that political guardianship functions in relation
to Indigenous nations within the political and legal power
structure of the settler state. Political and legal guardianship
is built into the current framework of federal Indian law in
the United States, where Congress has absolute power
over Indigenous nations within the settler state without
any limits or constitutional checks because Indigenous
nations are understood to exist as wards of the settler
state. The guardianship principle in settler societies is the
legal and political doctrine that settler states have the right
and obligation to protect Indigenous people, particularly
from themselves. In the United States, the guardianship
principle has functioned to justify the outlawing of
traditional political, cultural, or religious practices that were
seen as retarding the necessary progression of Indigenous
people from savagery to civilization, a progress that was
SPRING 2019 | VOLUME 18 | NUMBER 2

deemed necessary in order to allow Indigenous people
the opportunity to participate in civilized settler society.
In historical times, the guardianship principle justified the
outlawing of the potlach, the sundance, and the gourd
dance, as well as the removal of commonly held tribal land
in favor of individual allotment as private property. In more
recent times the guardianship principles have justified
the outlawing of traditional tribal systems of government
and land management as well as the removal of tribal
jurisdiction over violence against Indigenous women on
tribal land when the perpetrator is a settler and not a citizen
of any federally recognized tribe within the United States.
In the context of settler philosophy, articulations of
Indigenous philosophy often trigger the operations
of philosophical guardianship that force Indigenous
philosophical articulations into appropriate guardianship
forms—forms that are assimilated to the dominant
paradigm or are at least translatable to or consistent
with views of knowledge, morality, and the like that are
generally acceptable within the dominant paradigm. This
is often done, as with guardianship in general, with good
intentions. The purpose of guardianship in the context of
philosophy is to bring Indigenous philosophy into the realm
of proper civilized philosophy in contrast to what is seen as
mere religious thought or myth-making. The guardianship
of Indigenous ways of knowing, the containment of those
ways of knowing within the invented worlds of settler
colonial epistemologies of ignorance, and the containment
of Indigenous claims to knowledge within a paradigm
of cultural artifacts such that Indigenous knowledgekeepers can only be containers of cultural truths rather
than producers, have the combined function of nearly
extinguishing the possibility of Indigenous knowledge
altogether, at least in anything like its own terms.
Chief Luther Standing Bear claims that understanding
America requires being connected to “its formative
processes,” that in order to find “the roots of the tree of
[one’s] life” or “grasp the rock and the soil. . .[m]en must be
born and reborn to belong. Their bodies must be formed
of the dust of their forefather’s bones.”8 When Indigenous
philosophers use these words to reflect on an Indigenous
relationship to land, these philosophers are criticized
from each of the angles of epistemic guardianship. One
critique is that Standing Bear is not authentic as a cultural
artifact since his claims to knowledge are the product
of what Shepard Krech calls the myth of “the Ecological
Indian,”9 which means that what Standing Bear says is
not authentically Indian. A second critique is a critique
of using direct reference to Indigenous philosophers,
such as Standing Bear, in the oral tradition without
proper anthropological distance or settler philosophical
interpretation. This is a critique of using Standing Bear’s
words directly, which means relying on Indigenous forms
of knowledge and knowledge transmission that cannot
be scientifically or academically confirmed, such as oral
knowledge and oral tradition, as well as using Indigenous
forms of interpreting that knowledge within the oral
tradition rather than relying on the settler frameworks of
cultural interpretation. Epistemic guardianship results
in a rejection of Indigenous claims, as least on their own
terms, of the kind of connection to land that Standing Bear
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describes. First, this sort of claim is said to be a function of
the ecological Indian myth, and Krech proves that this idea
is a myth in his book. From the perspective of epistemic
guardianship, it might be suggested that if Indigenous
philosophers would just read Krech’s book or listen to
those who have, they would also reject this claim and reject
Standing Bear’s words. Second, Standing Bear’s words
should not be referenced as Indigenous philosophy in the
first place, since his words are not an authentic expression
of Indigenous culture. His words are not a proper artifact of
Indigenous knowledge. Indigenous people, the epistemic
guardianship perspective suggests, only started using this
ecological Indian myth to talk about their connection to land
during the pan-Indian movement as a way to push back
against the constant settler theft of their lands. Sam Gill’s
work is often referenced to support this second critique.
The attempt to push Indigenous philosophy toward the
rejection of Standing Bear’s word from either critique is
seen as a function of providing epistemic guardianship for
Indigenous philosophy.
The problem with these guardianship critiques is that they
are contained within and only have traction within the settler
colonial epistemologies of ignorance. So they are produced
by settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance, which are
themselves designed around the denial of the existence
of Indigenous knowledge outside of the delusional bubble
of Euro-supremacy and settler frameworks of knowledge.
Part of the function of the guardianship critique, then, is
to collapse the possibility of Indigenous response before
it can be realized that guardianship critique only has
traction within its own invented and delusional world of
settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance. As long as
the discussion remains sealed within this invented and
delusional bubble, the experiences that could disrupt
this delusional bubble remain impossible. Thus, it is
settler claims to knowledge regarding Indigenous claims
to knowledge that are sealed in the container of settler
colonial epistemologies of ignorance, never to be exposed
to experiences that do not already conform to the settler
epistemologies of ignorance. As is shown below, it is
Krech’s question and critique that exists and has meaning
only in a bubble of thought that has been constructed
in isolation from actual Indigenous people, lifeways,
languages, and so on, and is, in fact, self-contained in such
a way that it cannot reach out to actual Indigenous peoples
or be impacted by the reality of Indigenous lifeways,
languages, and so on.
Here is a brief sketch of part of how the ecological Indian
and Krech’s book about it are contained within the invented
and delusional world of settler colonial epistemologies
of ignorance and function in relationship to Indigenous
knowledge only through epistemic guardianship. First,
let us start with the very particular and peculiar Western
ideas about what nature is, what it means to be an animal
in nature, for example, or even for particular kinds of
primitive, savage humans who are closer to animals, to be
in a state of nature. Remember, the term “savage” comes
from the Old French through the Latin “silvaticus” (of the
wood) from the Latin for wood or forest, “silva.” Savage
just means forest dwellers (of the wood), but it connotes
in the minds of European colonists and later American
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settlers a people who are natural or more in nature, as
animals are, for example. Now, as people in nature,
savages can be noble or monstrous depending on how
Western people have viewed nature. Monstrous savages
come from monstrous nature, where nature is imagined as
like a bear or mountain lion that would tear apart a human
as a matter of course. Noble savages come from noble
nature, where nature is imagined as, like an innocent deer,
without guile and majestically living with the land (think:
Bambi). The ecological Indian question for Krech is really
just “Are Indians actually noble savages?” Krech’s question
is just “Are Indians really like Bambi?” Are they like deer
who live naturally on the land as animals are thought to
within this Western view of animals and nature? Are Indians
natural like animals, where animals are not rational and so
do not make choices except by instincts and drives? The
question Krech is trying to answer, then, is whether Indians
really are savages. The answer is no, according to him.
The real question is “How is that a relevant question in the
first place?” If the question of Indian savagery is relevant
at all, it is not relevant to Indigenous people, it should be
clear. It seems trivial to note that is it very likely that not a
single Indigenous person has ever wondered if he or she
were like the Western notion of an innocent animal who
lived with nature. If this question is relevant at all, it is only
relevant to Western people in terms of trying to deal with
their own mythology and delusional beliefs. The framing
of the question of the ecological Indian completely within
the bubble of the delusional world of settler colonial
epistemologies of ignorance means that Krech can have
no communication, by definition, with actual Indigenous
peoples in the answering of his question, because if he
were to even to pose his question in such a way as to
allow Indigenous voices to participate in the answering
of the question, then there could be no question for him
to ask. The structuring of Krech’s question and answer
solely within the delusional bubble of epistemologies of
ignorance means that Indigenous people as actual, rational
people cannot appear in Krech’s book without disrupting
the framing of the question and answer as existing solely
within the delusional world. It should not be surprising,
then, that in 317 pages on the topic of the ecological
Indian, there is not a single Indigenous voice. Instead, and
not surprisingly from the framing of the question, Krech’s
work functions like a zoological study of Indian behavior on
the basis of Western archeological material and European,
often overtly biased and even racist, descriptions of
Indigenous behavior. There are no Indigenous voices, and
Indigenous people are studied zoologically and without
any consideration of their rationality in Krech’s book
because if Indigenous people were considered rational
and given a voice, the entire question of the text would
disappear before the text was written, as it would no longer
be framed within the delusional world of settler colonial
epistemologies of ignorance. Consider it this way: What if
I had just come to the United States from another planet,
let’s say, and I wanted to investigate recycling and trash
in this country. If I looked at the people of this country the
way Krech does, I would conclude they have no positive
relationship to recycling and mostly produce mountains
of smelly trash. If I were to treat the people of the United
States as rational in questioning their relationship to trash,
then I have to consider their action within a framework
SPRING 2019 | VOLUME 18 | NUMBER 2
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of rational choice and decision-making. In this context, I
might discover that the people of this country had a great
love for recycling but were just really bad at it. To not ask
the people of this country any question regarding how they
conceive of their relationship to trash, how they would like
to be and desire to be, rather than simply to study them as
natural forms of life, would be to maintain a framework of
an epistemology of ignorance regarding the possibilities of
their existence since, if I were doing so because I assumed
that they were natural forms of life, I would have removed
the possibility of experiencing anything as it regards these
people that did not conform to my preconceived and
delusional (at least in the sense that it has no possibility of
actual contact with them or the world in that sense) view
of them.
Much of what I just said about Shepard Krech’s book can
be said about Sam Gill’s Mother Earth, an American Story,
where he suggests that Indigenous people borrowed the
idea of Mother Earth from the settler image of what it
means to be Indian.10 In this context, I will not repeat all the
moves from the analysis of Krech’s question and answer
as contained within the settler colonial epistemologies of
ignorance, but the same pattern follows in that Gill’s work is
only meaningful within this invented and delusional world.
Gill says it himself: his question is about the European’s
image of Indians and nature, which is self-contained in
its own invented and delusional world. He is never able
even to formulate the question as to what exists outside of
this world because that would already be to question the
legitimacy of that world in toto. Gill is also explicit in his
operations of epistemic guardianship when he suggests
that Native Americans who study Native religion tend
to only speak about their being “oppressed minorities
within the academy and American culture.”11 This personal
and political bent to the writing and research of Native
Americans who study Native religion, he claims, diminishes
the quality of research.12 Instead, it is non-Native, objective,
and scientific scholars like himself who study from a
distance who have the proper view of the questions and
how to answer them, which is why he can claim against all
Indigenous protestations to the contrary that the concept of
Mother Earth was manufactured by Indigenous people as a
tool to resist further land encroachment.13 What Indigenous
people have to say on this matter has been precluded
by the framing of his work as solely within the delusional
bubble of settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance.

EPISTEMIC ANTICOLONIAL RESISTANCE
METHODOLOGIES
If the invented, delusional world of settler colonial
epistemologies of ignorance can be disrupted and a space
of epistemic sovereignty that circumvents the force of
the guardianship framework over Indigenous philosophy
created, then the voices of Indigenous people and
Indigenous philosophers can be heard for the first time,
and the settlers and the settler philosophers can hear for
the first time something beyond the delusional bubble
of their own making, which means breaking the vicious
cycle of settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance.
When Indigenous philosophers, from Standing Bear to
Vine Deloria Jr. and beyond, are listened to on their own
SPRING 2019 | VOLUME 18 | NUMBER 2

terms—“We talk, you listen,” as Deloria says—then settler
philosophers liberate themselves, if only temporarily and in
part, from settler colonial epistemologies of ignorance, but
also Indigenous philosophers and Indigenous philosophy
is liberated, if only temporarily and in part, from the settlercolonial framework of epistemic guardianship. In this
space of even momentary liberation, on both sides, there is
a moment to reveal a deeper level of epistemic sovereignty
that arises out of the always already being in motion kinship
relationship between people and land, a relationship that
coloniality foundationally obscures in order to imagine and
act out its fantasies of settling and remolding Indigenous
land as a new Europe, a new England, or new Spain.
Epistemic sovereignty, like political sovereignty, disrupts
the power structure that supports epistemic guardianship,
but epistemic sovereignty is a deeper sense of sovereignty
that arises out of and is maintained by the always already
being in motion kinship relationship between people and
land, and the power of human sovereignty arises out of
and is contained within that always already in motion
kinship relationship. Epistemic guardianship, from the
perspective of epistemic sovereignty, is not corrected by
an error theory that will guide those who operate under
epistemic guardianship to contexts where knowledge of
Indigenous people or even the production of Indigenous
knowledge in a settler context can be achieved. In part this
is because epistemic sovereignty is part of the process by
which Indigenous knowledge is created whether there is
epistemic guardianship or not. Epistemic sovereignty is not
merely a decolonial tool but an Indigenous understanding
of the appropriate context for the production of knowledge
in the first place. Epistemic sovereignty exists within a world
that is framed by locality and the always already being in
motion of kinship. In this world, knowledge is created freely.
This kind of sovereignty is expressed in the important Diné
phrase, t’áá hó’ajít’éego t’éíyá (It’s all up to you), which
captures “the philosophy of SNBH [Sa’ąh Naagháí Bik’eh
Hózhoon] by which individuals internalize how they want
their lives to be and what they must do to achieve SNBH,”
which is each individual’s sustained harmony within the
always already in motion kinship relationship that frames the
larger philosophy of Sa’ąh Naagháí Bik’eh Hózhoon.14 Under
epistemic sovereignty as a broader theory of knowledge,
coming to know arises from within, and is contained by,
my always already in motion kinship relationship with land.
Through my always already in motion kinship relationship
with land, the world freely engages with me in negotiating
the dynamic interaction of knowledge through kinship.
In this sense, epistemic sovereignty is part of the root of
knowledge itself within Indigenous ways of knowing and
is required for Indigenous knowledge even outside of the
framework of epistemic guardianship, but also serves as a
form of epistemic resistance to guardianship.
One way of forcing epistemic sovereignty into the settlerphilosophical framework of guardianship for Indigenous
philosophy is the use of decolonial phenomenology as a
resistance methodology. Decolonial phenomenology is
described by Nelson Maldonado-Torres as a method that
brackets “the assumed validity and general legitimacy
of European traditions of thought.”15 This bracketing
of European traditions of thought opens a space for
PAGE 5
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Indigenous philosophy to show up in a way that is not always
overdetermined by the assumed validity and legitimacy of
European traditions of thought, and the settler-guardianship
function of those traditions of thought in relation to
Indigenous traditions. In this way, Indigenous concepts are
foregrounded and taken as given rather than always under
suspicion, as they always are under settler-philosophical
guardianship. Decolonial phenomenology removes part
of the power of the guardianship function without having
to engage in the exercise of trying to reject European
traditions of thought on their own terms, where, just like in
the political context of the settler state, they have plenary
power. Also, engaging European traditions of thought on
their own terms means engaging them against an already
assumed background of Euro-supremacy, which means the
exercise is defeated before it begins. Part of the function
of philosophical guardianship in the settler-philosophy
context, just as with political or legal guardianship, is to
hide or even erase the experiences and perspectives
of Indigenous people. Indigenous experiences and
perspectives are deemed relevant or even meaningful only
insofar as they assimilate to or are translatable to dominant
settler-philosophy paradigms. Guardianship hides or even
erases Indigenous experiences and perspectives in general
in the process of creating an Indigenous DuBoisian doubleconsciousness and a transparency of Indigenous reality
to settler consciousness, or radical lack of consciousness
or lived experience for Indigenous people in the context
of settler interpretation. This is why Vine Deloria Jr., in
his classic Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto,
begins with the problem of transparency. He opens that
book with the line, “Indians are like the weather. Everyone
knows all about the weather.”16 The problem that we face
as Indigenous people in the context of our struggle is “our
transparency,” Deloria continues.17 “People can tell just by
looking at us what we want, what should be done to help
us, how we feel, and what a ‘real’ Indian is really like.”18
“Because people can see right through us, it becomes
impossible to tell truth from fiction or fact from mythology.
Experts paint us as they would like us to be.”19 “To be an
Indian” in settler America, he concludes, “is in a very real
sense to be unreal.”20 Decolonial phenomenology explicitly
rejects our transparency to the settler gaze. It begins
with the position that we as Indigenous people will tell
you (settler philosophy and the settler state) what we are
experiencing, and for the first time, perhaps, when we talk,
the settler will just have to listen. This methodology takes
Indigenous experience of the world in general, as well as
Indigenous experience of settler reality in particular, as
given. In doing so, it refuses to negotiate or assimilate
Indigenous experience to the dominant frameworks or
perspectives of settler philosophy or the settler state.
This foregrounding of Indigenous experience and
rejecting of settler interpretation removes the possibility
of transparency as well as settler guardianship. At the
extreme end, decolonial phenomenology rejects the settler
interpretation of the meaning of the settler guardianship
principle. By refusing to operate in terms of the settler
interpretation of the guardianship principle, Indigenous
philosophy refuses to be forced to assimilate the meaning
of the settler guardianship principle to the intended
meaning that settler thinking and settler history have put
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upon it or may want to put upon it. This forced assimilation
of Indigenous concerns with settler principles to the
meanings that settler thinking and settler history want to
put these principles to is a classic example of the settler
guardianship principle itself. It should be clear how it creates
a DuBoisian double-consciousness for Indigenous people
who live under settler rule and settler principles. We have
our experience and understanding of the world and our
experience and understanding of the settler world, but we
must either reject those completely and try to act and speak
in the ways that the settler world finds acceptable for us
or try to translate our experiences and understandings into
words and actions that the settler world finds acceptable.
To reject the settler interpretation of the guardianship
principle is to reject the guardianship principle before it
has the power to act upon Indigenous reality, thought, and
experience, which removes the possibility for Indigenous
philosophy to even accidentally fall back into the trap of
transparency and settler guardianship. One of the features
of epistemic sovereignty, as a framework of knowledge
that arises out of and is contained in the always already
in motion kinship relationship with land, is the rejection
of assimilation of experience into any kind of abstract or
universal framework, and so without explicitly rejecting
the assimilation requirement of settler guardianship
and the transparency of Indigenous experience from the
start, there would be no meaningful way of getting an
Indigenous theory of knowledge or epistemic sovereignty
off the ground.
Decolonial phenomenology as an expression of epistemic
sovereignty and a tool of resistance against epistemic
guardianship also rejects the ethnographic containment
of Indigenous voices as artifacts of Indigenous culture.
By refusing to allow the question of whether Standing
Bear is an authentic voice of Indigenous culture,
decolonial phenomenology circumvents the ethnographic
containment of Indigenous voices and further rejects the
power of epistemic guardianship to tell Indigenous people
to whom they should listen, and whether certain voices
belong to them or not. One might worry that refusing to
allow the question of the authenticity of the voices of
Standing Bear, Black Elk, Lame Deer, Chief Seattle, and
others to even be asked seems to delocalize these voices
insofar as one is removing them from their questionable
historical context. The opposite is actually the case if
the claim is taken seriously that Indigenous knowledge
arises out of and is contained by the always already being
in motion kinship relationships to land. Knowledge is
produced and contained in the locality of each of these
individuals, which is to say produced and contained in the
always already being in motion kinship relationships of each
of these individuals. Their knowledge is a manifestation
of the particular locality of their being from the land. To
ask if Standing Bear’s voice is authentic in terms of the
representation or artifact of a particular cultural reality is
to trap his voices in the container of cultural authenticity,
a container that can only exist through an untethering of
his being from the land, his knowing from the land, and his
culture from the land—removing his being, knowing, and
culture from their existence within an always already being
in motion kinship relationship with land. Even to ask if
Standing Bear’s voice reflects a truth that exists beyond him
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is to take up a transcendental position of delocality in order
to question the authenticity of his voices in the context of
its correspondence to a reality that exists outside him. My
refusal, as an extension of Audra Simpson’s “ethnographic
refusal” as a rhetorical strategy that calculates “what you
need to know and what I refuse to write in,” rejects both
questions of authenticity, and so goes beyond the refusal
to “write in” to the refusal to allow the guardianship
principle to say what I mean or what Standing Bear means.21
The question of the authenticity of Standing Bear’s voice is
nothing other (in the context of his always already being
in motion kinship relationship with land out of which his
being and voice arise and are contained) than the question
of whether Standing Bear meant what he said. To question
Standing Bear’s words, then, is to question him as a person,
his existence. If, instead of questioning Standing Bear’s
existence, I listen to his words as an expression of his being
in locality, of his experience, then I have already moved
beyond the position of judging the validity of his words
as a correspondence to reality untethered from his always
already being in motion kinship relationship with land. If I
listen to his words as an expression of his being in locality,
then I have already moved beyond the position of judging
the validity of his words as artifacts that must correspond to
a cultural reality untethered from its always already being
in motion kinship relationship with land. If Standing Bear
is telling the truth of his experience, then his words are
expressions of his experience and so are a manifestation of
reality in locality or are a manifestation of his always already
being in motion kinship relationship with land. The job of
the philosopher of epistemic sovereignty or locality is not
to question the truth of Standing Bear’s words, unless there
is some reason to think that he is telling a lie, but to seek
the relevancy, relationality, and meaning of those words for
me where I am now, which is in an always already being in
motion kinship relationship with land.
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The Role of Hardship in Mexica Ethics:
Or, Why Being Good Has to Hurt
James Maffie
UNIVERSIT Y OF M ARYL AND

INTRODUCTION

Philosophers in the Western tradition commonly build
their theories of morality and of the good life upon the
assumption that pain and suffering—or hardship for short—
are intrinsically bad. The good life, the life worth living, the
well-lived life for human beings, contains as little hardship
as possible. Mexica ethics, however, denies hardship has
intrinsic value. Its badness and goodness are determined
contextually. Mexica ethics maintains that hardship plays
an essential and so indispensable role as well as a creative
and positive role in morally upright human behavior and in
the well-lived, good human life. In short: doing the right
thing and being good have to hurt.1
1. Conquest-era Mexica ethics (tlamanitiliztli) set out to
configure how humans live with the aim of balancing the
continual processing and thus continual becoming of the
Fifth Age (the cosmic age in which human beings currently
live).2 Because the Mexica regarded ethics as ordering an
entire human lifeway (nemiliztli), Mexica ethics covered the
entire gamut of human activity ranging from how to think,
eat, drink, feel, talk, walk, dress, bathe, arrange one’s hair,
love, respect, cook, farm, fish, hunt, wage war, rear children,
have sex, bury the dead, and so on. It also covered, for
example, what one ought to eat (viz., maize) as well as what
language one ought to speak (viz., Nahuatl as opposed to
Totonac or Chichimec).3 Mexica philosophy conceived as
a seamless whole what modern Western thought tends to
splinter into distinct spheres: viz., religion, ethics, etiquette,
politics, economics, cooking, farming, and so on.4
2. Reciprocity functions “like a pump at the heart” of
the Mexica cosmos and lifeworld by circulating vital
energy throughout the cosmos and between its various
inhabitants. Reciprocity also functions “like a pump at
the heart” of morally appropriate as well as genuinely
human behavior according to Mexica ethics.5 The moral
obligation to reciprocate—i.e., to respond to and maintain
social relationships defined by nepantla or well-balanced
mutuality with other agents (human or other-than-human)—
figures centrally in Mexica ethics. Nepantla designates a
dynamic, dialectical, and diachronic condition of being
in the middle or middled. Nepantla conveys a sense of
abundant reciprocity or mutuality: a back-and-forth process
that consists of being abundantly middled, well-balanced,
and centered.6 Nepantla processes join, interlace, interlock,
or unite two things together. They mix, fuse, shake, or
weave things together. And they do so in a way that is
middling, betwixting-and-betweening, and abundant
with mutuality and reciprocity. Finally, they do so in a way
that is creatively destructive, destructively creative, and,
therefore, transformative.
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According to contemporary Nahuatl and Nahuat-speakers
in Mexico, the reciprocal exchanging of gifts is one, if not
the, principal way one expresses love, honor, and respect
for others; and the principal way of expressing love,
honor, and respect for others is by feeding, caring for, and
nurturing others. They thus conceive the moral obligation
to reciprocate as entailing love, respect, nurturing, and
feeding.7 The Mexica (and other contact-era Mesoamericans)
embraced this view as well. It is a component of what
Alfredo López Austin calls the enduring and “unifying” “hard
nucleus” (“nucleo duro”) of Mesoamerican philosophy
religion,8 and of what Catherine Good Eshelman calls the
“conceptual axes” (“ejes conceptuales”) of Nahua (and
Mexica) philosophy.9
3. According to Mexica tlamachiliztlatolzazanilli (“wisdom
discourses or tellings”10), the moral obligation to
reciprocate is rooted in the originary actions of creator
beings who merited or deserved (macehua) the existence
of the Fifth Age and all its inhabitants, including the sun,
earth, sky, humans, water, and maize.11 They tell us that
the history of the cosmos consists of a series of five
Ages. The succession of the first four Ages consists of the
creator beings, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca, taking turns
creating their own and destroying the other’s Age. Each of
the four Ages was populated by its own particular kind of
human who was also destroyed. Upon the destruction of
the Fourth Age, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca decide to
work together in creating a final Fifth Age and fifth kind
of human being. Present-day humans are this fifth kind
and inhabit this Fifth Age.12 Mexica “wisdom tellings” also
relate that Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca created humans in
order to honor, respect, nurture, nourish, and in so doing
regenerate creator beings. They assigned to humankind a
unique task (tequitl) or load (tlamamalli)13 to bear, and a
unique responsibility among inhabitants of the Fifth Age:
viz. to nourish and sustain creator beings and, ultimately,
the entire Fifth Age.
The “wisdom telling,” Legend of the Suns, adds that as
a consequence of the monumental effort (tequitl) and
expenditure of life-energy involved in fashioning sky,
earth, and moving sun of the Fifth Age, Tezcatlipoca,
Quetzalcoatl, and the other creator beings become
enervated, overheated with hunger, imbalanced, and in
life-threatening need of nourishment. In order to remedy
their condition, Quetzalcoatl decided to undertakes a series
of further hardships (tequitl). He undertakes the perilous
journey to Mictlan (time-place of the dead below the earth’s
surface) where he successfully locates and retrieves the
bones of Fourth Age humans—despite the many obstacles
placed in his way by Mictlantecuhtli (lord of the time-place
of the dead). Quetzalcoatl brings the bones to Cihuacoatl
who grinds them into meal and places the meal into a
jade bowl. Quetzalcoatl then proceeds to fashion Fifth Age
human beings from the bone meal of Fourth Age humans
by mixing into the meal the life-energy contained in blood
drawn from his virile member. The other creator beings join
in as well.14
Creator beings give Fifth Age humans life so that
humans will cool, refresh, and rebalance creator beings
by nourishing, nurturing, and feeding them. (Hunger
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consists of an imbalance consisting of excessive heat, and
consuming food restores balance through cooling.) Creator
beings regard feeding and nurturing as ways of respecting,
worshipping, loving, and honoring them. Preeminent
among this nourishment are energy-rich food-gifts such
as well-spoken words, song, dance, music, ceremony,
incense, prepared foodstuffs (e.g., maize tamales), and
human and animal blood, hearts, and lives.
The continuous processing of the Fifth Age also requires
the continuing contribution of creator beings’ vital
energies. Because sustaining the world continuously
enervates them, creator beings are continuously in need of
nourishment from humans. In short, although the initial and
continuing existence of Fifth Age (and all its inhabitants)
are wholly dependent upon creator beings, creator beings
are themselves wholly dependent upon human beings. The
continuing existence of creator beings depends essentially
upon human nourishing.15 Creators depend continually
upon being nourished by human life-energy.
Humans and creator beings are therefore mutually
dependent, their relationship aptly characterized as
“mutualist symbiotic” or “obligate mutualism” (meaning
one or both symbionts depend entirely on the other for
survival in the terminology of contemporary biological
science). Fifth Age creator beings and humans depend
equally upon one another’s life-energies. Creator beings
are accordingly said to be “mothers and fathers” to humans,
while humans are said to be “mothers and fathers” to the
gods. And yet this mutual dependency is not gainsaid
by the obvious disparity in their respective amounts of
power.16 As insignificant as it appears in comparison to
the world-creating life energies of creator beings, human
life-energy nevertheless suffices to sustain the creator
beings. Each depends completely upon the other for their
continuing existence.
According to a different “wisdom telling,” Histoyre du
mechique, Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca initiate the
creation of the Fifth Age by capturing Tlaltecuhtli (the
great earth caiman, earth lady) and splitting her into two
to form the sky and earth’s surface. Human foodstuffs
such as maize and amaranth grow from her body. Water
flows from her eyes. As a consequence of her hardship
(tequitl) and generosity in gifting humans with water and
foodstuffs, Tlaltecuhtli demands reciprocity from humans.
She demands to be fed; she demands human life-energy.17
Human beings are always already born into a complex,
all-inclusive, interwoven fabric of moral relationships with
other agents that obligate them to reciprocate for gifts they
have received. As a species (phylogenetically), humans are
born with an obligation to reciprocate or gift-back to creator
beings. They are born with what we might cautiously call
“original debt” or “original obligatedness.” (This must not
be confused with the Christian notion of “original sin,” a
moral wrongdoing for which human must spend their lives
atoning.) As individual beings (ontogenetically), humans
are also born into a complex and all-inclusive interwoven
fabric of moral relationships obligating them to reciprocate
for gifts they have received from ancestors (who although
deceased are still active), parents, family, neighbors, and
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other-than-humans such as sun, rain, earth, maize, animals,
houses, farming tools, and cooking utensils. Winona
LaDuke expresses the point eloquently when explicating
White Earth Ojibwe philosophy: “Genealogical bonds are
normative bonds, generating moral responsibilities to the
natural world and the living beings it sustains; they give
rise to ‘reciprocal relations’ which define ‘responsibilities .
. . between humans and the ecosystem.’”18 Finally, contra
a dominant view in modern Western moral and political
thought, the fact that humans (both phylogenetically and
ontogenetically) incur this obligation is not contingent
upon their having consciously accepted the original gift(s)
upon which the obligation depends. For the Mexica, one
may be bound by moral obligations and relationships into
which one entered neither willingly nor even consciously.19
4. The Fifth Age and all its inhabitants—from earth, sun,
rain, and wind to buildings, featherwork, weapons, and
musical instruments to plants, animals, humans, and
deceased ancestors to stories, songs, dance, music,
incense, and ceremonies—are energized, vivified, active,
and powerful. The Fifth Age is a social world populated
by human as well as other-than-human beings.20 These
beings are agents. Mexica metaphysics conceives an agent
(chihuani21) as a vivified and empowered being, one who
is sensitive to the surrounding world and who possesses
the ability to act upon and respond to the surrounding
world. Linda Brown and W. H. Walker write, “this agency is
autonomous, purposeful, and deliberate, and arises from
sentient qualities possessed by [vivified beings], such as
consciousness or a life-force.”22 All agents are ontologically
of a kind: all constituted by the single, sacred power or
energy-in-motion the Mexica called teotl; and all transitory,
concentrated stability patterns in the energy-in-motion that
is teotl. Agents differ from one another in terms of their
behavior, degree of power, ability to act upon and respond
to the world, histories, the scope and intensity of their social
relationships (or active interrelatedness) with other agents,
and “personalities” (e.g., their degree of consciousness,
purposes, intentions, likes and dislikes, etc.). Agents have
the capability of entering into reciprocal relationships with
other agents and may be more or less social in this regard.
5. Legend of the Suns tells us creator beings created the
Fifth Age and its human beings by means of a process
called macehua, meaning “to merit, deserve, be worthy
of, or acquire that which is deserved,” and tlamacehua, “to
deserve or merit something.”23 Kelly McDonough glosses
macehua as “obtaining that which is desired through merit,
of giving as part of the action of receiving.”24 Macehua is
a purposeful activity undertaken by an agent who aims to
bring about a desired outcome (event, process, activity,
or arrangement). Macehua involves tequitl (work, labor)
which, in turn, involves expending vital life-energy. One
aims to transmit an effortful expenditure of vital energy
as a gift or offering (tlamanaliztli) to another agent in
order to induce that agent to act in some way. It is by
virtue of expending and transmitting this vital energy that
one attains merit, becomes worthy, or comes to merit or
deserve the outcome one seeks. Indeed, the principal
way by which agents interact in the social world of the
Fifth Age is by offering gifts to, accepting gifts from, and
responding to gifts from other agents. Macehua also aims
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at coaxing another agent into becoming the sort of agent
who cooperates with oneself in achieving some end and so
into becoming a socially interrelated agent or “relative.”25
Macehua should not be confused with making amends,
making atonement, or doing penance (as commonly
occurs). Atonement, making amends, and doing penance
are backward-looking. They are related to past misdeeds
or wrongdoings. Macehua, by contrast, is not ex hypothesi
related to wrongdoing (past or otherwise). Because
it functions as a component in a process of cyclical
reciprocity, macehua is simultaneously backward-and
forward-looking. It is backward-looking because it aims at
giving thanks, gifting-back, fulfilling the obligation to giftback and restoring balance. It is forward-looking since by
gifting-back one obligates the recipient to another iteration
of the gifting cycle and thus to gift-backing to oneself.
Macehua consists of undergoing hardship in order to make
something happen in the future, not to make amends or
atone for some wrongdoing committed in the past.26
Macehua is an inter-agent process that takes place between
two (or more) agents and that initiates a social relationship
between agents. An agent initiates this relationship by
extending a gift or offering (tlamanaliztli) to the intended
agent. This process metaphysically conveys vital energy
from donor to recipient. Macehua requires what we might
call social “know-how,” i.e., knowing how to get along
with other agents in a social world so as to induce them
into cooperating by doing as one wishes. In addition to
the effortful expenditure and transmission of energy,
such social “know how” requires adopting an appropriate
attitude of humility and respect towards the intended
agent.27 Being practically effective in realizing one’s ends
in the world thus requires being socially effective. Knowing
how to get along with other agents is not the same as
knowing how to coerce or exploit others.
The concept of macehua is a normative concept associated
with like normative concepts such as desert, earn, deserve,
merit, reward, and due. “Macehua” refers to a normative
process—not a descriptive, causal process in the sense
of ancient Greek philosophy’s efficient causality or
Newtonian-style, mechanical push-and-pull, cause-and
effect. I understand normativity as that which is actionguiding, attitude-molding, choice-guiding, or conductrelated. That which is normative concerns how one ought
to act, how one is obliged to behave or conduct oneself,
what is appropriate or fitting for one to do, and so on.
Normative facts, statements, and relationships possess an
oughtiness that descriptive ones lack. Facts about agents’
interrelationships, however, are seen as simultaneously
descriptive and normative (or prescriptive) by the Mexica.
For example, that Elaine is my mother not only tells me
of my descriptive genealogical relationship to her; it also
tells me of my normative macehua-generated relationship
(she merited my birth, she nurtured me, fed me) and that
I am obligated to behave towards her in certain ways. It
prescribes how I ought to act towards her.
Macehua is a process by which one agent tries to induce
another agent(s) into entering into a normative relationship,
one that binds, obligates, or indebts the intended agent(s)
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into responding by doing something. As Alan Sandstrom
and Pamela Sandstrom explain, one does not petition
another agent to do something; rather, one extends a
gift or offering (tlamanaliztli) that obligates the other to
return the gift in the form one seeks.28 (Macehua should
therefore not be confused with supplicating, petitioning,
or pleading, as commonly occurs.) The transaction “creates
a bond between the two that sets up a flow of power
between donor and recipient,” writes Frank Lipp.29 In this
manner agents seek to “bind” the future actions of other
agents within a normatively ordered fabric, according to
William Hanks.30 Through acts of meriting-cum-obligating
that transmit energy and bind other agents, one attempts
to arrange the future behavior of other agents in a desired
way.
This activity is commonly characterized as “giving to
receive,” “giving so that you will give,” or “giving to
have.”31 The normative principle that orders the relationship
between giver and recipient may be expressed as follows:
“To give a gift is to obligate the receiver,”32 “A gift implies
an obligation to return,” or “To accept a gift is to assume
an obligation to reciprocate.” The recipient, by virtue of
accepting the initial gift, obligates herself to reciprocate
and give the donor what she seeks.
6. The gifts that create and maintain normative social
relationships of reciprocity and that in so doing make
things happen in the Fifth Age consist of chicahualiztli (vital
energy) that is accumulated through tequitl (work, struggle,
effort). Morally mandated, nepantla-defined, reciprocal
exchanges involve tequitl: the expenditure, accumulation,
and subsequent transmission of chicahualiztli by means of
work, effort, and labor.
Through gifting, then, one literally gives of oneself, i.e.,
gives one’s own life-energy. This energy-gift may take the
form of human foodstuffs (e.g., tamales), music, song,
incense, spoken words, nurturing, educating, and curing
as well as blood, heart, and life (be they one’s own or
another’s; be they human or nonhuman). Through their
reciprocal gifting of life-energy, human and other-than
human agents (including creator beings) feed one another,
eat one another, and sustain one another. Contemporary
Nahuas living in San Miguel, Sierra del Pueblo, Mexico, put
it this way:
We live HERE on the earth (stamping in the mud floor)
We are all fruits of the earth
The earth sustains us
We grow here, on the earth and lower
And when we die we wither in the earth
We are ALL FRUITS of the earth (stamping in the
mud floor)
We eat the earth
Then the earth eats us.33
Humans spend their entire lives receiving Tlaltecuhtli’s gifts
of foodstuffs, and one of the principal ways they reciprocate
is by feeding her their buried bodies upon death.
Tequitl is thus an essential component of active reciprocity
relationships, since it is by undertaking and successfully
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undergoing the hardship—and in the process expending
one’s life-energy or chicahualiztli—that one initiates and
maintains well-balanced reciprocity relations. It is through
the gifting of chicahualiztli to another agent that one merits
what one seeks and obligates the recipient to behave as
one wishes. And it is through the gifting of chicahualiztli
that the recipient of the initial gift reciprocates and fulfills
her obligation to the initial donor. In short, what is mutually
exchanged is chicahualiztli. In sum, by means of tequitl one
not only fulfills one’s moral obligation to reciprocate, but
one also helps maintain the balanced circulation of energy
in one’s family, human and other-than-human community
(milpas, rivers, Sun, earth), and cosmos at large.
Tequitl has a number of closely related meanings,
including “work,” “effort,” “charge,” “duty,” “allotment,”
“task,” “quota,” “term of office,” “trouble,” and “tribute.”34
Common to all and essential to tequitl is the expenditure
of vital life force. Tequitl consists of expending vital energy
in all manner of activities, including slashing-and-burning,
weeding, and irrigating fields (milpas); sowing and
harvesting maize; constructing irrigation ditches, roads,
temples, and houses; tending to the hearth, grinding maize,
and preparing food; weaving; preparing for ceremonial
activities by sweeping, constructing, and decorating
altars and statues, fasting, and preparing ceremonial
foodstuffs; participating in ceremonies by offering gifts
(tlamanatiliztli), speaking sacred words (machitiliztli),
playing music, singing, dancing, burning incense, and
gifting vital energy contained in one’s own blood or the
blood of others (e.g., human, quail, butterflies, canines);
sexual intercourse; giving birth to, nurturing, and raising
children; curing; and sharing knowledge and giving advice.
Most dramatically perhaps, the Mexica regarded a Mexica
warrior’s capturing energy-rich enemy warriors on the
battlefield, returning them to Tenochtitlan, and preparing
them as life-energy gifts to creator beings as a form of
tequitl. The warrior expended his own vital energy in order
to acquire vital energy to be gifted to Tonatiuh (solar creator
being) and Tlaltecuhtli (earth lady). In sum, “[t]equitl is a
broad concept [that refers] to all uses of human energy—
physical, spiritual, intellectual, emotional—for realizing a
specific goal or purpose.”35
8. “Chicahualiztli” refers to the vital energy that animates,
enlivens, and fortifies humans and other-than-humans; the
life-force that burgeons within humans, animals, and crops
causing them to grow, mature, and ripen; power, strength,
firmness, steadfastness, stability, and perseverance;
exertion, effort, courage, encouragement, and striving; and
the physical and mental or spiritual strength to attain one’s
goals and surmount life’s exigencies.36
While contemporary Nahuas discuss tequitl and the gifting
of vital energy to other agents predominantly in terms
of chicahualiztli, our sources for the Mexica speak more
commonly in terms of tonalli, teyolia, and ihiyotl. For present
purposes, I do not think this matters. Tonalli, teyolia, ihiyotl,
and chicahualiztli are all vital energies and aspects of teotl.37
For the purposes of brevity, therefore, I continue discussing
Mexica ethics in terms of chicahualiztli. What is essential
here is that the continued processing and becoming of the
Fifth Age depends upon the nepantla-defined reciprocal
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exchange of vital energies between its various inhabitants.
And life-energy, as we’ve seen, is not confined to humans.
Rain and spring water contain the vital energy of Tlaloc and
Chalchiuhtlicue (male-female sky and ground water creator
beings); maize and maize foodstuffs (and other agricultural
foodstuffs such as chia and amaranth) contain the vital
energies of Tonatiuh, Tlaltecuhtli (earth lady), and Cinteotl
and Chicomecoatl (male-female paired maize creator
beings); sunlight contains the vital energy of Tonatiuh, and
so on. Humans depend essentially upon the consumption
of the vital energy gifts of creator beings, and because of
this are continually obligated to reciprocate by gifting-back
their own vital energies to creator beings. Creator beings,
for their part, depend essentially upon the consumption of
the vital energy gift-backs of human beings, and because
of this are continually obligated to reciprocate by giftingback their vital energies.38
8. Because it consists of expending one’s chicahualiztli
(life-force), tequitl results in pain (chichinaquiztli), suffering
(ihiyohuia), fatigue (ciahui), torment, affliction, weakness,
discomfort, and, sooner or later, death. One is drained of
vitality, depleted of life-energy, and in a state of imbalance.
One is left hungry, thirsty, dried out, and hot. Because
tequitl leaves one in a state of imbalance and because by
being imbalanced one risks becoming sick (i.e., mentally or
physically disordered), tequitl is dangerous. Undertaking
tequitl involves renouncing one’s comforts and undergoing
danger, risk, burning pain, affliction, difficulty, and
hardship.39 Seizing enemy combatants on the battlefield to
serve as life-energy gifts to creator beings would seem to
be one of the most dangerous forms of tequitl.
9. Doing the right thing (i.e., doing what morality requires,
doing what is morally good or obligatory) therefore
necessarily involves pain, suffering, fatigue, torment,
affliction, imbalance, and death—or hardship for short.
Succinctly put, doing good has to hurt; being good has
to hurt. Why? Because (a) reciprocal gifting requires
transmitting vital energy accumulated through tequitl;
(b) transmitting accumulated vital energy to other agents
leaves one fatigued, weak, suffering, and in pain; and,
finally, (c) reciprocal gifting of vital energy is morally
obligatory and indeed central to Mexica ethics.
10. Mexica ethics maintains that being a morally good human
is a function of acting morally, and that being a morally
good human and being truly human (nelli tlacatl, tlatlacatl,
and tlacanemini 40) are isomorphically inter-related so that
degrees of moral goodness are being keyed to degrees
of true humanness. From this it follows that being truly
human (acting humanly and humanely) necessarily involves
hardship. Behaving as a genuine human has to hurt. The
anti-social human who does not participate in reciprocal
relationships by fulfilling her obligations to others, and
who does not therefore care for, love, and respect those
with whom she is relationally obligated, is not only
immoral but also not truly or genuinely (ahnelli) human.
Being truly human—as opposed to being (a) inhuman
or inhumane (atlacatl), (b) an ill-formed, deranged, and
41
imbalanced “bestial human” (atlacaneci), (c) a “fat and
42
well rounded lump of flesh with two eyes” (tlacamimilli),
and (d) “one who preys upon the vital energies of others”
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(tecuani, literally “one who eats someone”)43—requires
that one participate in social relationships of reciprocity
that entail hardship. Such ill-formed or quasi-humans are
said by contemporary Nahuas in Guerrero “to live like
a dog” (ir como un perro). They behave like dogs who
attend fiestas preying upon the infirm or drunk, hoping
to seize scraps dropped on the ground or steal food
from children or elders while contributing nothing to the
production of the celebration itself.44 They take but do not
give in return. Contemporary Nahuas living in the Huasteca
region of Veracruz characterize such humans as coyomeh
(“coyotes”).45 Coyomeh are most typically mestizos and
gringos, but may also be Nahuas who do not follow the
path of reciprocity.
One cultivates morally good (cualli) character and genuine
humanness by participating in chicahualiztli-exchanging
social relationships. Only in this manner does one cultivate
one’s humanness (humanity) and become truly human.
Teaching children how to participate in such relationships
was an essential component of Mexica child-rearing and
moral education. The Mexica accordingly put their children
from an early age to work fulfilling their obligations to
family members and creator beings.46
11. Mexica ethics thus enjoins humans to undergo the
hardship involved in maintaining tequitl-grounded,
chicahualiztli-exchanging reciprocal relations with other
agents. It also enjoins humans to actively seek out, initiate,
and cultivate new tequitl-based reciprocal relations and
thus new avenues of hardship. Avoiding hardship is simply
not an option for morally upright and genuinely human
living. The morally good life requires the active cultivation
and participation in reciprocal social relationships with
other agents (human and other-than-human), where the
medium of exchange of reciprocal gifting is chicahualiztli.
Hardship is the manner by which one accumulates and
transmits chicahualiztli.
The positive role of hardship is amply attested in Mexica
“wisdom tellings.” The actions of the creator beings—e.g.,
Quetzalcoatl’s and Tezcatlipoca’s bringing into existence
of the Fifth Age; Quetzalcoatl’s and Tezcatlipoca’s splaying
the great caiman, Tlaltecuhtli, so as to form the sky and
earth’s surface; Nanahuatzin’s jumping into the burning
jade hearth in order to die and transform himself into
the sun of the Fifth Age; Quetzalcoatl’s retrieving the
bones of Fourth Age humans, Cihuacoatl’s grinding the
bones, and Quetzalcoatl’s adding blood from his virile
member to the bone meal in order to form Fifth Age
humans; Quetzalcoatl’s retrieving maize and amaranth
from Tonacatepetl (“sustenance mountain”); and all the
creator beings’ sacrificing themselves so as to induce the
Fifth sun to move—involved hardship and the expenditure
of personal vital energy. The same is true of Tlaltecuhtli’s
daily feeding of maize to humans and of maize plants’
and even individual maize kernels’ allowing themselves
to be harvested, ground, toasted, and eaten by humans.
It is also amply attested in daily human life: e.g., by
mothers’ giving birth, feeding and rearing their children,
and their weaving, preparing food for their families, and
training their daughters in female-gendered labors; and
by fathers’ working the milpas to grow maize for their
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families and training their sons in male-gendered labors.
All involve hardship and the transmission of vital energy.
More grandly, humankind’s undergoing hardship plays
a creative, productive, and positive role in the Mexica
cosmos since it is essential to the continual processing and
becoming of the Fifth Age and all its inhabitants. Suffering,
pain, exhaustion, and death play a creative, productive, and
positive role in maintaining the continual becoming of the
Mexica cosmos.
Would it be accurate, then, to say that hardship (pain,
suffering) functions as a “necessary evil” (adopting
terminology from Western theological and philosophical
discourse)? No. Mexica ethics does not conceive hardship,
pain, suffering, and even death as intrinsically bad (ahmo
cualli, literally, “ungood” or “not-good”). While some
instances of hardship, pain, and death are certainly bad,
others are certainly good (cualli): it all depends on the
context. Nor does Mexica ethics conceive pleasure, relief, or
happiness as intrinsically good. Pleasure (relief, happiness)
that is neither merited nor reciprocated, for example, is
imbalance-inducing and hence bad. Generally speaking,
instances of pleasure and happiness, like instances of
pain and suffering, must be placed in context before being
evaluated. Mexica ethics does not accordingly define
or calculate the moral rightness or wrongness of actions
(states of affairs, agricultural practices, social-political
arrangements, etc.) in terms of maximizing pleasure and
minimizing pain or in terms of satisficing strategies that
proceed from the assumption that the pain is intrinsically
bad and pleasure intrinsically good. Indeed, a way of life
governed by hedonic utilitarianism would bring about
personal, social, environmental, and, ultimately, cosmic
imbalance, resulting in the unraveling and destruction of
the Fifth Age and all its inhabitants.47
12. Mexica ethics does not therefore seek to eliminate
hardship from human existence and the good life. It
seeks instead to minimize disordered, disorderly, and
disordering hardship. And yet it also seeks to minimize
disordered, disorderly, and disordering pleasure, too.
(Such are the imbalancing hardships and pleasures
that typically result from the misdeeds and ignorance
of oneself and others.) The Mexica neither sought nor
avoided pleasure and pain per se. Mexica ethics seeks to
cultivate and arrange hardship and pleasure by weaving
them together into a well-balanced, lifeway-weaving
in-progress. Mexica tlamatinimeh (“knowers of things”)
acknowledged that pursuing these goals was extremely
challenging if not virtually impossible due to the limitations
of human understanding of the cosmos, and due too to the
ineliminable presence of disorder in the cosmos.
13. Hardship and respite (along with pain and pleasure,
and suffering and enjoyment) are instances of what
the Mexica called inamic partners. As such, they join
life~death, dry~wet, hot~cold, male~female, above~below,
and light~darkness.48 Inamic partners are mutually
complementary, engendering, interdependent, and
antagonistic. They are not substances or essences but
aspects of teotl’s energy-in-motion. Neither inamic partner
is ontologically, conceptually, or temporally prior to the
other. Neither is morally or metaphysically superior to the
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other. Neither can survive without the other. Neither is
more valuable than the other. Neither is wholly positive or
negative. Inamic partners are cyclically alternating, and their
cyclical alternating constitutes the continual processing
and becoming of the cosmos. Finally, inamic partners are
correlated with one another: life is to death as respite is
to fatigue as hot is to cold. Indeed, their relationship is
even closer seeing as they are merely different aspects of
the ineliminable inamic nature of teotl itself, expressed as
Ometeotl (two-sacred energy) or Ometecuhtli~Omecihuatl
(two lord~two lady). Life, hot, dry, light, fatigue, and male
are constituted by the same aspect of teotl’s energy; while
death, cold, wet, dark, respite, and female are constituted
by the same aspect of teotl’s energy.
Consider the inamic pair life~death. Life and death have
always existed, as has their cyclical alternating. Life arises
death, while death arises life. Life contains the seed of
death, while death contains the seed of life. One cannot
have life without death, and death without life, as life feeds
upon death and death feeds upon life. Neither death nor life
is wholly positive or negative, as each feeds and completes
the other. Correspondingly, respite gives rise to hardship,
while hardship gives rise to respite. Life without death is
no more possible (conceptually or metaphysically) than is
above without below, and, correspondingly, respite without
hardship. Mexica philosophy thus deems profoundly illconceived the attempt to advance one inamic partner at
the expense of the other or the attempt to eliminate one
inamic in favor of its partner: e.g., to seek a state of affairs
consisting of life without death, respite without fatigue, or
enjoyment without suffering. Both are ineliminable aspects
of teotl, hence the cosmos, hence human existence.
Mexica ethics accordingly aims at balancing and middling
respite~hardship (pleasure~pain, enjoyment~suffering)
along with life~death, hot~dry, and male~female, for
example, by weaving them together into a single, wellarranged lifeway fabric (nemiliztli). The activity humans
are to emulate is the nepantla-defined activity of weaving.
Just as a weaver arranges warp and weft into a single
well-measured fabric, so likewise humans are enjoined
to arrange respite and hardship, life and death, and so
on into a single lifeway (nemiliztli). And just as a whole
fabric requires both warp and weft, so likewise a morally
upright and genuinely human life requires both respite and
hardship. Pursuing a life of respite without hardship would
be like to trying to weave fabric without warp threads. The
active contribution of both inamic partners is essential to
the balanced processing and becoming of the Fifth Age.
14. Symbionts and Parasites: Gulf Nahua Narratives of
Sintiopiltsin and Iguana
The foregoing themes are voiced in contemporary Gulf
Nahua narratives of Sintiopiltsin (“sacred maize plant boy”)
and iguana.49 Gulf Nahuas refer to these in Spanish as cuentos
(“stories”) and in Nahuatl as sanili, tlapohuili, tlapohuiliztli
(“stories of grandparents”), and huahcapatlahtoli (“ancient
discourse”). Because they are instructive, they also refer to
them as neixcuitla or neixcuiltli (“model” or “example”).50
Nahuat-speakers of northern Sierra de Puebla call them
neiškwiltil (“lesson with moral significance”).51
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In brief, over the course of narrative, Sintiopiltsin acquires
the skills needed for transforming hardship and death into
life. He learns that he will attain the vital energy needed
for growing, maturing, regenerating his seed, and hence
continuing life only if he willingly undergoes the hardship,
pain, and suffering needed to attain reproduction and
survival. And what are these hardships? They are the
hardships of slash-and-burn agriculture: drying up, dying,
and being cut by the campesino’s machete, burned, ground
up, toasted, and fed to the campesino and his family. He
must offer himself (i.e., his life energies) to humans. He must
deserve or merit (macehua) renewed life through hardship
and death. Sintiopiltsin must also learn to embrace the selfdiscipline required by living in the well-ordered time-place
of the cultivated milpa. In this way, he earns a good life.
The narrative teaches that humans play an essential part in
the life~death cycle of maize, since maize cannot reproduce
itself without human intervention. (Maize is what biologists
call non-dehiscent.) It must be harvested, nurtured, and
sown by humans in order to reproduce successfully. And
in order for humans to successfully complete this task,
humans must eat. Maize must therefore gift itself to humans
as food in order to sustain their agricultural labors of
burning, sowing, weeding, watering, controlling pests, and
harvesting. In short, it must gift itself to humans in order
to grow, ripen, reproduce, and so continue living. Maize
and humans are mutually dependent, as each depends
essentially on the other for its survival and reproduction.
Each gifts to the other its own vital energy. Neither is able to
live without the intervention and contribution of the other.
Maize and humans are symbionts or reciprocally symbiotic.
Through self-discipline, self-sacrifice, and reciprocity,
Sintiopiltsin secures the good life for himself and for
humans. His life serves as a model of morally exemplary
behavior for Gulf Nahuas. Humans depend upon maize,
and they, too, must willingly undergo the self-discipline,
self-sacrifice, and reciprocity required for successful maize
agriculture. Humans also depend upon other humans
(including deceased ancestors), and therefore they must
willingly undergo the hardship required in maintaining wellbalanced social relationships of reciprocity with others.
The narrative of Sintiopiltsin thus functions both
descriptively and prescriptively. It tells Nahuas that (a) they
must undergo hardship, suffering, and death in order to
live well and flourish. Hardship, suffering, and death are not
only descriptive inevitabilities of human existence, they are
also normative requirements of existence in the Fifth Age;
(b) they must nurture, respect, and care for maize and other
agents (human and other-than-human) with whom they
exchange vital energy;52 (c) nurturing, respecting, taking
care of, and reciprocating with maize require hardship,
suffering, and death; (d) respecting and caring for maize
does not preclude humans from eating maize (life, after
all, only arises from death); (e) they must inhabit the wellordered space of the home and village, rather than the
wild space of the forest; and (e) pains and pleasures are
good if and only if balancing. In short, by instructing them
in the “moral ways of milpa agriculture,”53 the narrative of
Sintiopiltsin instructs humans in the moral ways of living as
a human in the world. Sintiopiltsin serves as role model for
morally upright human living.
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Narratives of iguana teach humans how ought not to
conduct their lives. Iguana is lazy, vain, self-centered, selfindulgent, undisciplined, promiscuous, and gluttonous. He
feasts upon delicious fruit with abandon. Fruit, unlike maize,
does not require human intervention in order to reproduce
and therefore yields pleasure that does not have to be
earned (macehua) through hardship (tequitl). Fruit, unlike
maize, does not participate in a reciprocal relationship with
humans. Iguana thus undergoes no hardship or suffering
in order to consume fruit and lives a life of uninterrupted
ease and pleasure. The rub, however, is that fruit, unlike
maize, is not a staple foodstuff and cannot sustain life.
Food, the consumption of which does not require hardship,
is ultimately non-sustaining. Iguana cannot reproduce and
continue existing through his successors by only eating
fruit. He must find sustenance somewhere else. The life
of fruit consumption does not require and so does not
teach self-discipline, self-sacrifice, or reciprocity with
others. Lastly, iguana leads a solitary existence in the wild,
rejecting the well-arranged, social life of the cultivated
milpa, and therefore the self-discipline this life demands.
How, then, does iguana survive? Iguana also consumes
maize, which he steals from others. As a thief, iguana
contributes none of his own vital energy to the
reproduction of maize. He neither nurtures, cares for, nor
reciprocates with maize. He preys upon and lives off the
vital energies of others. He is a parasite. But this way of
life is also unsustainable. Iguana’s life of unearned and
unreciprocated ease and enjoyment is a fool’s paradise.
He never learns the self-discipline needed for undertaking
hardship and never learns the personal and social skills
needed for transforming hardship and death into life. His
pleasures are not good because they are neither merited
nor gifted-back. They are imbalancing. Iguana thus serves
as a negative role model for humans. This accords with what
we saw above. Humans who do not participate in social
relationships of reciprocal gifting prey upon and consume
the life-energies of others, and because of this, are likened
to dogs or coyotes. They live outside well-ordered social
life. They are anti-social.

CONCLUSION

Reciprocity functions like a pump at the heart of Mexica
cosmos, circulating vital energy throughout the cosmos
and its various inhabitants. Reciprocity also functions
centrally in Mexica ethics’ understanding of morally
appropriate and genuinely human behavior. Since hardship
figures essentially in reciprocal relationships, hardship also
plays an essential role in Mexica ethics’ understanding of
morally appropriate and genuinely human behavior. One
cannot follow the morally upright and truly human path
(ohtli) without embracing hardship. Doing the right thing
and being good have to hurt.
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